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Animal Helpers Goes Under the Sea in Aquariums 
 

Mt. Pleasant, SC (February 1, 2014) -- Dive with dolphins, otters, jellyfish, weedy sea dragons and other 

extraordinary underwater creatures in the pages of author Jennifer Keats Curtis newest title, Animal 

Helpers: Aquariums, set to release February 2014.  

Aquariums is the fourth book in the Animal Helpers series, which strives to help young readers learn 

how humans help conserve and care for wild animals in different settings. Thanks to gorgeous photos 

and details from experts at six aquariums from around the country, Curtis ably takes readers behind the 

scenes to show the special challenges that staff and volunteers face in taking care of these aquatic 

critters.  

The conservation efforts of aquariums is not often on display for patrons to see; however, by 

participating and ensuring the accuracy of this book, Curtis enables each of these organizations—The 

Florida Aquarium, Georgia Aquarium, Monterey Bay Aquarium, National Aquarium, Shedd Aquarium 

and Tennessee Aquarium—to use this book in their fundraising efforts to continue these programs.  

Curtis is an award-winning nature author frequently found among students and teachers talking about 

literacy or conservation. In addition to the Animal Helpers series, Baby Owl’s Rescue, and Turtles in My 

Sandbox for Sylvan Dell, some of her other recent titles include Osprey Adventure, Saving Squeak: A 

River Otter’s Tale, and Seahorses. Jennifer resides in Maryland, with her family and a wide variety of 

pets. Visit her website at jenniferkeatscurtis.com.  

Animal Helpers: Aquariums includes a wealth of information to explore the topic further. Find out more 

about aquatic animals through matching activities in the For Creative Minds section or go online and 

explore the teaching activities, even test your knowledge through quizzes.  

To schedule an interview with Jennifer Curtis or for more information about this book or the Animal 

Helpers series please contact Heather Williams at (843) 971-6722 or 

heatherwilliams@sylvandellpublishing.com.   
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